Year Five Autumn 2 2021
Please use this information to support your child’s learning.
As Citizens we will:
Learn about our rights and
responsibilities including democracy
and how we use it.
Discuss cultural differences and
bullying.
Explore what it means to be a
Muslim in Britain today.

As Mathematicians we will:
Read, interpret and draw line graphs and use these to solve problems. Read and interpret tables (inc. timetables). Learn
about multiples and factors as well as prime, square and cube numbers. Recap multiplying and dividing by 10, 100 and
1000 and practise doing this with much larger and smaller numbers. Measure and calculate perimeter and area of
different shapes, using various methods.

As IT Technicians we will:
Continue to learn how to code and
debug programmes.
Create spreadsheets to show
information.
Remind ourselves about e-safety and
how to keep ourselves safe online.

Will we ever send another human to the
moon?

The Big Question:

As Authors we will:
Write for a range of audiences, changing our
sentence structure to suit.
Use our knowledge of space to write a newspaper
report and create a non-chronological report.

As Linguists we will:
Listen to, understand and respond to spoken
French, practising correct pronunciation.
Theme: All about ourselves.

As Musicians we will:
Study jazz music.

As Artists we will:
Create abstract
artwork inspired by
the artist Peter
Thorpe.
Express emotion
through our
designs.
Compare and
discuss our ideas
with others.

As Readers we will:
Listen to and read stories linked to our units and
answer questions about them.

As Athletes we will:
Develop our football and hockey skills.
Develop our co-ordination and control within
dance movements.

As Scientists we will:
Describe the movement of the Sun, Moon and planets
in the solar system.
Describe planetary bodies as being approximately
spherical.
Understand day and night and how this affects time
zones across the world.
Describe how the Sun appears to move across the sky.
Explore the work of some scientists and their theories
of space.

